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Abstract
A maximal graph is a connected graph with degree sequence not majorized by the degree
sequence of any other graph. Relationships between three different sequences of integers that
describe maximal graphs are given. Recursive and explicit forms of the characteristic poly-
nomial of the adjacency matrix of a maximal graph are derived. A correspondence between
maximal graphs and connected graphs with stepwise adjacency matrices shows that, among
all connected graphs with n vertices and e edges, the graph with maximal spectral radius is
a maximal graph. Such maximal graphs are identified for certain values of n and e. © 2002
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a connected undirected graph without loops on vertex set V = {1, . . . , n}
and vertices ordered so that the degree sequence d = (d1, d2, . . . , dn) satisfies di 
di+1, where di > 0 is the degree of vertex i. If a = (a1, a2, . . . , ar ) with ai  ai+1
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and b = (b1, b2, . . . , bs) with bi  bi+1, then a majorizes b if ∑ki=1 ai ∑ki=1 bi
for all 1  k  min{r, s} and ∑ri=1 ai =∑si=1 bi . A maximal degree sequence is
one that is not majorized by the degree sequence of any other connected graph (see
[11,17]). In order for one degree sequence to be majorized by another, the graphs in
question must have the same number of edges e. A graph G is a maximal graph if it is
connected and its degree sequence is maximal. Note that such graphs are also called
maximally branched [17] and are the subset of the threshold graphs with no isolated
vertices (see [12] and references therein). Threshold graphs are much studied in the
graph theory literature; see, e.g., [3,7,10,12,13,18].
For any graph G, let Gc denote the complement of G. If G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 =
(V2, E2), let G1 +G2 = (V1 ∪ V2, E1 ∪ E2) be the union (direct sum) of G1 and
G2, and let G1 ∨G2 = (V1 ∪ V2, E1 ∪ E2 ∪ {ij | i ∈ V1, j ∈ V2}) be the join (com-
plete product) of G1 and G2 (see, for example, [4, p. 54]).
Let Gp1 = Kp1 , the complete graph on p1 vertices, and let
Gp1,p2,...,pk = Gcp1,p2,...,pk−1 ∨Kpk .
Merris [11, Theorem 1] showed that the set  = {Gp1,p2,...,pk |pi, k ∈ Z+} is equal
to the set of all maximal graphs. The p-sequence p = (p1, p2, . . . , pk) with p1 > 1
if k > 1 uniquely describes a maximal graph, as does the degree sequence of the
graph, d = (d1, d2, . . . , dn), where n =∑ki=1 pi is the number of vertices. A third
way of describing maximal graphs is by using a strict partition sequence. The se-
quence π = (π1, π2, . . . , πm) is a strict partition of e if π is a partition of e (that is,
πi ∈ Z+ for all i and∑mi=1 πi = e), and the members of π are distinct: πi > πi+1 for
all i < m. If a maximal graph G has n vertices and e edges, then G can be uniquely
described by a strict partition of e with largest part n− 1 (see Theorems 1 and 3
below). Section 2 examines the relationships between the sequences p, d, and π that
describe a maximal graph.
To examine maximal graphs further, graphs are categorized by their number of
vertices and edges. Section 3 describes the number of maximal graphs with a fixed
number of vertices, a fixed number of edges, or a fixed number of both vertices and
edges.
The adjacency matrix of G is the n× n, symmetric, (0, 1) matrix A(G), where
aij = 1 only if there is an edge between i and j. The Laplacian matrix of G is the
n× n matrix L(G) = D(G)− A(G), where D(G) is the diagonal matrix of vertex
degrees of G. Merris [11, Theorem 2] showed that the maximal graphs are Laplacian
integral (the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix are all integers), and Hammer and
Kelmans [8] studied the Laplacian spectra and Laplacian characteristic polynomi-
als of threshold graphs. The Laplacians of maximal graphs have also been recently
studied by Kirkland et al. [9]. Section 4 considers the adjacency matrix of a max-
imal graph and its characteristic polynomial. The adjacency matrix A(G) is called
stepwise if whenever aij = 1 with i < j , then ahk = 1 for k  j , h  i and h < k
(see, for example, [6, p. 60]). It has been shown that if G is connected with vertices
ordered by nonincreasing degree, then G is maximal if and only if A(G) is stepwise.
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The spectral radius (index) of a graph refers to the spectral radius of its adjacency
matrix. Since the connected graph with n vertices and e edges with the largest spec-
tral radius must have a stepwise adjacency matrix [2, Theorem 2.1], it follows that
this graph must also be a maximal graph. Section 5 considers the open problem of
determining the graph with maximal spectral radius for fixed (n, e); the known cases
are reviewed and some new cases are established.
2. Sequences related to maximal graphs
Three methods of describing maximal graphs are given: p-sequences, degree se-
quences, and strict partition sequences. For each method, every sequence produces
a unique maximal graph, and every graph has a unique sequence. In this manner
isomorphisms can be established between each type of sequence.
Lemma 1. Every sequence p = (p1, p2, . . . , pk) with p1 > 1 if k > 1 describes
a unique maximal graph Gp1,p2,...,pk , and every maximal graph is described by a
unique p-sequence.
Proof. It was established in [11, Theorem 1] that the set of maximal graphs is the
same as the set of graphs {Gp1,p2,...,pk | k  1, pi  1}. It is also clear from the con-
struction of Gp1,p2,...,pk , that any p-sequence can only produce one graph. Thus it
remains to be shown that the restriction on p that p1 > 1 when k > 1 still produces
all maximal graphs, and that no two p-sequences produce the same graph.
Since Kc1 ∨Ka = K1 ∨Ka = Ka+1, it follows that G1,a = Ga+1 for any a. In-
ducting on k it is clear that G1,p2,p3,...,pk = Gp2+1,p3,...,pk , provided k  2. Thus{Gp1,p2,...,pk |pi  1 and p1 > 1 if k > 1} = {Gp1,p2,...,pk |pi  1} = the set of all
maximal graphs.
Let G = Gp1,p2,...,pk . Since G = Gcp1,p2,...,pk−1 ∨Kpk , it follows that G has at
least pk vertices, namely, the vertices of Kpk , that are connected everywhere (i.e.,
connected to all other vertices). Suppose that G has pk + a vertices connected ev-
erywhere, where a > 0. Then, from the construction of G, Gcp1,p2,...,pk−1 has a ver-
tices connected everywhere. This implies that Gp1,p2,...,pk−1 has a isolated vertices.
However, Gp1,p2,...,pk−1 cannot have any isolated vertices, since it has pk−1 vertices
that are connected everywhere. By contradiction, Gp1,p2,...,pk must have exactly pk
vertices connected everywhere.
Now every maximal graph G has a unique number pk of vertices connected
everywhere. If pk = n, then G = Kn = Gn, and so G has the unique p-sequence
(n). Otherwise the p-sequence of G ends in pk , and there is a unique maximal
graph H such that H c ∨Kpk = G. Similarly, H must have a unique number pk−1
of vertices connected everywhere. Following this pattern of finding the number of
vertices connected everywhere, the unique p-sequence of G can be determined
entirely. 
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Recall that a maximal degree sequence is a degree sequence that is not majorized
by any other degree sequence. The following result was established in [17].
Lemma 2. Every maximal degree sequence d = (d1, d2, . . . , dn) describes a unique
maximal graph G, and every maximal graph is described by a unique maximal
degree sequence.
Using Lemmas 1 and 2, an isomorphism can be established between d-sequences
and p-sequences, by using one sequence to describe a graph, and then finding the
corresponding sequence of the other type. If r occurs s times in a sequence, define
s to be the multiplicity of r, and denote the s occurrences of r in the sequence
by rs . The notation r0 indicates that r does not occur, a summation of the form∑k
i=j with k < j is equal to 0, and a product of the form
∏k
i=j with k < j is equal
to 1.
Theorem 1. Let p = (p1, p2, . . . , pk) be a p-sequence with n =∑ki=1 pi and p1 >
1 if k > 1. Then the graph with degree sequence
d = (bkpk , bk−2pk−2 , bk−4pk−4 , . . . , b1p1 , . . . , bk−5pk−5 , bk−3pk−3 , bk−1pk−1)
is described by p, where bi is defined as follows:
bk−2i=n− 1 −
i∑
j=1
pk−2j+1, 0  i  (k − 1)/2,
bk−2i−1=
i∑
j=0
pk−2j , 0  i  (k − 2)/2.
Proof. If k = 1, then Gp1 = Kp1 has degree sequence ((p1 − 1)p1) = ((n− 1)p1).
This case is the base of the induction.
Assume that Gp1,p2,...,pk−1 has the degree sequence
(b′k−1
pk−1 , b′k−3
pk−3 , . . . , b′1
p1 , . . . , b′k−4
pk−4 , b′k−2
pk−2),
where b′k−2i−1 = n− pk − 1 −
∑i
j=1 pk−2j and b′k−2i−2 =
∑i
j=0 pk−2j−1. If a
vertex has degree a in Gp1,p2,...,pk−1 , then it has degree
∑k−1
i=1 pi − 1 − a = n−
pk − 1 − a in Gcp1,p2,...,pk−1 . Then Gcp1,p2,...,pk−1 has degree sequence
(ck−2pk−2 , ck−4pk−4 , . . . , c1p1 , . . . , ck−3pk−3 , ck−1pk−1),
where
ck−2i−1=
i∑
j=1
pk−2j , 0  i  (k − 2)/2,
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ck−2i−2=n− pk − 1 −
i∑
j=0
pk−2j−1, 0  i  (k − 3)/2.
When Gcp1,p2,...,pk−1 is joined with Kpk , the degrees of the vertices of Gcp1,p2,...,pk−1
are increased by pk , and the degrees of the vertices of Kpk are increased by
∑k−1
i=1 pi .
Since the vertices of Kpk become connected everywhere, these vertices have the
largest degrees. Then the degree sequence of Gp1,p2,...,pk is
(bk
pk , bk−2pk−2 , bk−4pk−4 , . . . , b1p1 , . . . , bk−3pk−3 , bk−1pk−1),
where
bk = pk − 1 +
k−1∑
i=1
pi = n− 1,
bk−2i−2 = pk + n− pk − 1 −
i∑
j=0
pk−2j−1
= n− 1 −
i+1∑
j=1
pk−2j+1, 0  i  (k − 3)/2,
bk−2i−1 = pk +
i∑
j=1
pk−2j =
i∑
j=0
pk−2j , 0  i  (k − 2)/2.
That is, bk−2i−1 =∑ij=0 pk−2j and bk−2i = n− 1 −∑ij=1 pk−2j+1 with ranges of
i as in the theorem statement, so the theorem holds by induction. 
Theorem 2. Let d = (d1a1 , d2a2 , . . . , dkak ) be a maximal degree sequence, where
di > di+1 for all i < k. Then d describes the graph with p-sequence
(am+1, am, am+2, am−1, am+3, . . . , a2, a2m, a1)
if k = 2m is even, and d describes the graph with p-sequence
(am+1, am+2, am, am+3, am−1, . . . , a2, a2m+1, a1)
if k = 2m+ 1 is odd.
Proof. Consider
b = (bkpk , bk−2pk−2 , bk−4pk−4 , . . . , b1p1 , . . . , bk−5pk−5 , bk−3pk−3 , bk−1pk−1),
the degree sequence that describes the graph Gp1,p2,...,pk from the previous theorem.
Each bi is distinct, since
bk−2i = n− 1 −
i∑
j=1
pk−2j+1 > n− 1 −
i+1∑
j=1
pk−2j+1 = bk−2(i+1),
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bk−2(k−1)/2 = n− 1 −
(k−1)/2∑
j=1
pk−2j+1
=
(k−2)/2∑
j=0
pk−2j + p1 − 1 >
(k−2)/2∑
j=0
pk−2j
= bk−2((k−2)/2)−1,
and
bk−2(i+1)−1 =
i+1∑
j=0
pk−2j >
i∑
j=0
pk−2j = bk−2i−1.
Thus, b is the unique way of describing the graph Gp1,p2,...,pk using multiplicities of
distinct degrees.
By Lemma 2, the maximal degree sequence d = (d1a1 , d2a2 , . . . , dkak ) must cor-
respond to exactly one maximal graph, G. Suppose there exists a different maxi-
mal degree sequence of the form d ′ = (d ′1a1 , d ′2a2 , . . . , d ′kak ) (with each d ′i distinct),
which must correspond to a different maximal graph, G′. Since G and G′ have dif-
ferent p-sequences, by Theorem 1 and the argument above, it follows that G and G′
must produce degree sequences with different multiplicities of distinct degrees. But
d and d ′ have the same multiplicities of distinct degrees. Therefore, for any set of
multiplicities {a1, . . . , ak}, there can only be one maximal degree sequence of the
form (d1a1 , d2a2 , . . . , dkak ) where each di is distinct.
It can be checked using Theorem 1 that the maximal graph
G = Gam+1,am,am+2,am−1,am+3,...,a2,a2m,a1 if k = 2m is even
or
G = Gam+1,am+2,am,am+3,am−1,...,a2,a2m+1,a1 if k = 2m+ 1 is odd
has degree sequence of the form (d1a1 , d2a2 , . . . , dkak ). Therefore, d must corre-
spond to the graph G. 
Maximal degree sequences are specific partitions of 2e, where e is the number
of edges in the described graph. Each edge is counted twice in the degree sequence.
Strict partitions of e can also be used to describe the graphs; see, for example, [13].
Recalling that the degrees of G are ordered by nonincreasing degree, define πi as
the cardinality of {j | vertex j is connected to vertex i and j > i}. The strict partition
sequence π is defined as (π1, π2, . . . , πm), where m is the largest integer such that
πm > 0. Note that πi > πi+1 for all i < m, and π = (π1, π2, . . . , πm) counts every
edge of G once, only at the vertex of larger degree or in the case of equal degrees, of
smaller index. As Theorem 1 and the following results show, for a maximal graph on
n vertices, d1 = π1 = n− 1. The following correspondence was established using
Young diagrams.
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Lemma 3 [17, p. 292]. Every strict partition π = (π1, π2, . . . , πm) describes a
unique maximal graph G, and every maximal graph is described by a unique strict
partition sequence.
In the following two results, explicit relationships between the entries of d and π
are established.
Theorem 3. Let d = (d1, d2, . . . , dn) be the degree sequence of a maximal graph
G. Then G is described by the unique strict partition sequence π = (d1, d2 − 1,
d3 − 2, . . . , dm −m+ 1), where m is the largest integer such that dm  m.
Proof. Given a maximal degree sequence d = (d1, d2, . . . , dn), if di  i, vertex
i is connected to exactly the vertices {1, 2, . . . , di + 1}\{i}; see [7, Lemma 9]. It
follows that πi is the cardinality of {j | j  di + 1, j > i} = di + 1 − i. That is,
(π1, π2, . . . , πm) = (d1, d2 − 1, d3 − 2, . . . , dm −m+ 1). 
Theorem 4. Let π = (π1, π2, . . . , πm) be a strict partition sequence. Then
π describes the unique maximal graph G with degree sequence d = (π1, π2 + 1,
π3 + 2, . . . , πm + m − 1, mπm, (m− 1)(πm−1−πm−1), (m− 2)(πm−2−πm−1−1), . . . ,
1(π1−π2−1)).
Proof. From [7, Lemma 9], if a maximal graph has degree sequence (d1, d2, . . . , dn),
then vertex i (corresponding to di) is connected to vertices {1, 2, . . . , di + 1}\{i}
when di  i, and vertex i is connected to vertices {1, 2, . . . , di} when di < i. From
Theorem 3 it is clear that a strictly decreasing sequence (π1, . . . , πm) corresponds to
a set of vertices {1, . . . , m} with nonincreasing degrees d1, . . . , dm.
Let G be the maximal graph on vertices {1, . . . , n} with strict partition sequence
π . For 1  i  m, vertex i is connected to a set of πi vertices {j | j > i}. Since G is
maximal, it follows that i must be connected to vertices {i + 1, . . . , i + πi} as well
as vertices {1, . . . , i − 1}. Then the degree of vertex i is πi + i − 1 for i  m. Fur-
thermore, m+ 1 is connected to exactly the vertices 1, . . . , m, and thus dm+1 = m.
Similarly, vertices m+ 2, . . . , m+ πm have degree m.
For any degree j < m, the multiplicity of j in the degree sequence is equal to the
cardinality of {i | vertex i is connected to exactly the vertices 1, . . . , j with i > m}.
If k is the smallest numbered vertex such that k is connected to vertex j but not
vertex j + 1, then k = (j + 1)+ πj+1 + 1. The largest such numbered vertex is j +
πj . Then the number of vertices of degree j with j < m is (j + πj )− ((j + 1)+
πj+1 + 1)+ 1 = πj − πj+1 − 1 (if no such vertices exist, the number of vertices
with degree j is 0).
Putting the degrees together, the degree sequence of G must be
d =
(
π1, π2 + 1, π3 + 2, . . . , πm +m− 1, mπm, (m− 1)(πm−1−πm−1),
(m− 2)(πm−2−πm−1−1), . . . , 1(π1−π2−1)
)
.
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Fig. 1. The graph of G2,3,1,1.
Fig. 2. The adjacency matrix of G2,3,1,1.
By Lemma 2, G is the unique maximal graph with this degree sequence. 
Thus, three different sequences of integers uniquely describe a maximal graph.
Furthermore, from any sequence p, d or π it is possible to obtain the other two
sequences using the lemmas and theorems above.
Example. The maximal graph G2,3,1,1 has 2 + 3 + 1 + 1 = 7 vertices and 15 edg-
es. From Theorems 1 and 3 it can be determined that it has degree sequence d =
(6, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 1) = (6, 53, 42, 1) and π-sequence (6, 4, 3, 2). The graph and adja-
cency matrix are given in Figs. 1 and 2.
3. Maximal graphs with a fixed number of vertices and edges
Let (n, e) be the number of (nonisomorphic) maximal graphs with n vertices and
e edges. Since maximal graphs are simple and connected, it is clear that if e < n− 1
or e >
(
n
2
)
, then (n, e) = 0. Denote the number of maximal graphs with n vertices
by (n, ·) and the number of maximal graphs with e edges by (·, e). The num-
ber (n, e) can be described using a generating function; a similar enumeration for
threshold graphs is given by Peled [15].
Lemma 4.
∑∞
n=1
∑∞
e=0 (n, e)xnye =
∑∞
i=0 xi+1yi
∏i−1
j=1(1 + yj ).
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Proof. Every maximal graph G with n vertices and e edges has a corresponding
strict partition π of e such that π1 = n− 1. Thus (n, e) is the number of strict
partitions of e with largest part n− 1, denoted sp(e, n− 1). It remains to be shown
that the generating function of sp(q, k) is
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
q=0
sp(q, k)xkyq =
∞∑
i=0
xiyi
i−1∏
j=1
(1 + yj ). (1)
Consider the coefficient of a term xkyq with q  k on the LHS of (1). The corre-
sponding terms on the RHS are a subset of the terms xkyk
∏k−1
j=1(1 + yj ). In partic-
ular, every term xkyq on the RHS is of the form xkykyj1yj2 · · · yjm , where ja /= jb
for all a /= b, and ja  k − 1. But the set of partitions of the form q = k + j1 +
j2 + · · · + jm with distinct ja  k − 1 is exactly the set of strict partitions of q with
largest part k. 
Setting x = 1 or y = 1, respectively, in Lemma 4 gives the following results (the
first of which appears in [17, Theorem 4], and the second is well known [13]).
Corollary 1.
∑∞
e=0 (·, e)ye =
∏∞
j=1(1 + yj ), and for n  2, (n, ·) = 2n−2.
In addition to generating functions, recursive formulas can be used to determine
the number of graphs with a fixed number of vertices and edges. The star is the only
maximal graph with n vertices and n− 1 edges, and the complete graph is the only
maximal graph with n vertices and
(
n
2
)
edges, so (n, n− 1) = (n, (n2)) = 1. Also
recall that (n, e) = 0 when e < n− 1 or e > (n2). These values become the base
of the recursion (n, e) = (n− 1, e − 1)+ (n− 1, e − n+ 1) for n  3 and
n− 1  e  (n2); see [12, Theorem 2].
The numbers of graphs in  for small values of (n, e) are given in Table 1. For
values of n  4 and e ∈ {n− 1, n, n+ 1, (n2)− 2, (n2)− 1, (n2)}, there is only one
maximal graph. In all other cases, for fixed (n, e) the graphs may be ordered by their
Table 1
Values of (n, e): the number of maximal graphs with n vertices, e edges
.
.
.
8 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 3 2 2 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
n 5 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1
3 1 1
2 1
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 · · ·
e
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spectral radii, which can be found numerically. The analytical problem of finding the
graph with maximal spectral radius is considered in the next two sections.
4. Adjacency matrices and characteristic polynomials of maximal graphs
If A(G) is the adjacency matrix of a maximal graph G with vertices ordered by
nonincreasing degree, then the characteristic polynomial of G is G(λ) = det[λI −
A(G)], and the spectral radius of G is the largest root in absolute value of G(λ).
By the theory of nonnegative matrices, all the eigenvalues of A(G) are real and
its spectral radius is nonnegative. Cvetkovic (see, for example, [4, Theorem 2.7])
showed that if G(λ) and H(λ) are the characteristic polynomials of graphs G and H
with n and m vertices, respectively, then
(G ∨H)(λ)=(−1)mG(λ)H c(−λ− 1)+ (−1)nH(λ)Gc(−λ− 1)
−(−1)n+mGc(−λ− 1)H c(−λ− 1). (2)
The following facts are also used without proof in Lemma 5: Kn(λ) = (λ− n+
1)(λ+ 1)n−1, Kcn(λ) = λn, (G+H)c = Gc ∨H c, and (G+H)(λ) = G(λ)H(λ).
Lemma 5. LetG = Gp1,p2,...,pk with n =
∑k
i=1 pi, and let αk =
∑k/2
i=1 (pk−2i+1 −
1) and βk =∑k/2i=1 (pk−2i+2 − 1). Then G(λ) has 0 as a root of multiplicity at
least αk and −1 as a root of multiplicity at least βk, and Gc(λ) has 0 as a root
of multiplicity at least βk and −1 as a root of multiplicity at least αk .
Proof. If k = 1, then p1 = n, andGn(λ) = Kn(λ) = (λ− n+ 1)(λ+ 1)n−1, which
implies G(λ) has root −1 of multiplicity β1 = n− 1 = p1 − 1 and 0 is a root of
multiplicity at least α1 = 0. Furthermore, Gcn(λ) = λn, so Gc(λ) has root 0 of mul-
tiplicity at least p1 − 1 and −1 is not a root.
If k  1, assumeG = Gp1,p2,...,pk hasG(λ) = λαk (λ+ 1)βkf1(λ) for some f1(λ).
Further assumeGc(λ) = λβk (λ+ 1)αkf2(λ) for some f2(λ). LetH = Gp1,p2,...,pk+1 .
Then H = Gc ∨Kpk+1 , so from (2) and using the equality αk + βk = n− k,
H(λ)=(−1)pk+1Gc(λ)Kcpk+1(−λ− 1)+ (−1)nG(−λ− 1)Kpk+1(λ)
−(−1)n+pk+1G(−λ− 1)Kcpk+1(−λ− 1)
=λβk (λ+ 1)αkf2(λ)(λ+ 1)pk+1
+(−1)kλβk (λ+ 1)αkf1(−λ− 1)(λ+ 1)pk+1−1(λ− pk+1 + 1)
−(−1)kλβk (λ+ 1)αkf1(−λ− 1)(λ+ 1)pk+1
=λβk (λ+ 1)αk+pk+1−1f3(λ)
for some f3(λ). However,
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βk =
k/2∑
i=1
(pk−2i+2 − 1) =
(k+1)/2∑
i=1
(pk−2i+2 − 1) = αk+1,
and
αk + pk+1 − 1=
k/2∑
i=1
(pk−2i+1 − 1)+ pk+1 − 1
=
(k+1)/2∑
i=1
(pk−2i+3 − 1) = βk+1,
which implies
H(λ) = λαk+1(λ+ 1)βk+1f3(λ).
Furthermore, H c = (Gc ∨Kpk+1)c = G+Kcpk+1 . So
H c(λ)=G(λ)Kcpk+1(λ)
=λαk (λ+ 1)βkf1(λ)λpk+1
=λαk+pk+1−1(λ+ 1)βkf4(λ)
=λβk+1(λ+ 1)αk+1f4(λ)
for some f4(λ). Then by induction the minimum multiplicities of the roots 0 and −1
of G(λ) and Gc(λ) are established, which proves the lemma. 
Recalling that p = (p1, . . . , pk), denote λαk (λ+ 1)βk by f (p, λ). Define G∗(λ),
the nontrivial component of G(λ), as the factor of G(λ) not accounted for by the
roots 0 and −1 described in Lemma 5; that is, G(λ) = f (p, λ)G∗(λ). The polyno-
mial G∗(λ) can be described recursively or explicitly using the construction of G
from its p-sequence. The bases of the recursion are
G∗p1(λ) = K∗p1(λ) = λ− p1 + 1, (3)
and
G∗p1,p2(λ) = (Kcp1 ∨Kp2)∗(λ) = λ(λ+ 1)+ p2((−λ− 1)− p1 + 1). (4)
Lemma 6. For any p-sequence (p1, p2, . . . , pk) with k > 2,
G∗p1,p2,...,pk (λ)=(λ+ 1)λG∗p1,p2,...,pk−2(λ)
+(−1)kpkG∗p1,p2,...,pk−1(−λ− 1).
Proof. Denote the subsequence (pi, pi+1, . . . , pj ) of p by pji for any j  i. Then
f (p, λ) = f (pk−21 , λ)λpk−1−1(λ+ 1)pk−1
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and
f (p, λ) = (−1)n−pk−(k−1)f (pk−11 ,−λ− 1)(λ+ 1)pk−1
where n =∑ki=1 pi .
Let G = Gp1,p2,...,pk , H = Gp1,p2,...,pk−1 , and F = Gp1,p2,...,pk−2 . Then G(λ) =
f (p, λ)G∗(λ), H(λ) = H ∗(λ)f (pk−11 , λ), and F(λ) = F ∗(λ)f (pk−21 , λ) from
Lemma 5. Also note that since H = F c ∨Kpk−1 , it is clear that H c = F +Kcpk−1 ,
and H c(λ) = F(λ)Kcpk−1(λ).
From G = H c ∨Kpk and (2),
G(λ)=(−1)pkH c(λ)Kcpk (−λ− 1)+ (−1)n−pkH(−λ− 1)Kpk (λ)
−(−1)nH(−λ− 1)Kcpk (−λ− 1)
=(−1)pkF (λ)Kcpk−1(λ)Kcpk (−λ− 1)+ (−1)n−pkH(−λ− 1)Kpk (λ)
−(−1)nH(−λ− 1)Kcpk (−λ− 1)
=F ∗(λ)f (pk−21 , λ)λpk−1(λ+ 1)pk
+(−1)n−pkH ∗(−λ− 1)f (pk−11 ,−λ− 1)(λ− pk + 1)(λ+ 1)pk−1
−(−1)n−pkH ∗(−λ− 1)f (pk−11 ,−λ− 1)(λ+ 1)pk
=F ∗(λ)f (p, λ)λ(λ+ 1)
+(−1)k−1H ∗(−λ− 1)f (p, λ)(λ− pk + 1 − (λ+ 1)).
Thus
G∗(λ) = λ(λ+ 1)F ∗(λ)+ (−1)kpkH ∗(−λ− 1)
and the theorem follows. 
To describe G∗(λ) explicitly, some new notation is introduced. If p = (p1,
p2, . . . , pk), define S(p, b) as the sum over all ordered products pj1pj2 · · ·pjb ,
where ji is odd (even) if i is odd (even), and ji < ji+1 for all 1  i  b − 1. For
example,
S(p, 1)=
k/2∑
i=1
p2i−1 = p1 + p3 + p5 + · · ·
S(p, 2)=
(k−1)/2∑
i=1
(k−1)/2∑
j=i
p2i−1p2j
=p1p2 + p1p4 + p3p4 + p1p6 + p3p6 + p5p6 + p1p8 + · · ·
Analogously, with pk2 = (p2, . . . , pk), define S(pk2, b) as the sum over all ordered
products pj1pj2 · · ·pjb , where ji is even (odd) if i is odd (even), and ji < ji+1 for
all 1  i  b − 1. For example,
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S(pk2, 1) =
(k−1)/2∑
i=1
p2i = p2 + p4 + p6 + · · ·
Further, define S(pji , t) = 0 if t > j − i + 1 or t < 0, and S(pji , 0) = 1.
Lemma 7. For any p = (p1, . . . , pk) and any b such that k − b is even,
S(pk1, b) = pkS(pk−11 , b − 1)+S(pk−21 , b), (5)
and
S(pk2, b + 1) = pkS(pk−12 , b)+S(pk−22 , b + 1). (6)
Proof. The terms of S(pk1, b) can be divided up into terms of the form pj1pj2 · · ·
pjb−1pk (where ji is odd if and only if i is odd), and terms of the form pj1pj2 · · ·pjb ,
where jb  k − 2 (and ji is odd if and only if i is odd). But the terms of the form
pj1pj2 · · ·pjb−1 such that jb−1  k − 1 are exactly S(pk−11 , b − 1), and the terms
of the form pj1pj2 · · ·pjb such that jb  k − 2 are exactly S(pk−21 , b). Thus (5)
holds, and (6) is shown similarly. 
Theorem 5. The polynomial G∗p1,p2,...,pk (λ) is equal to
m∑
i=0
(−1)m−i
[
S
(
p2m1 , 2(m− i)
)
λi(λ+ 1)i
−S
(
p2m2 , 2(m− i)+ 1
)
λi(λ+ 1)i−1
]
(7)
when k = 2m is even, and
m∑
i=0
(−1)m−i
[
S
(
p2m+12 , 2(m− i)
)
(λ+ 1)i+1λi
−S
(
p2m+11 , 2(m− i)+ 1
)
(λ+ 1)iλi
]
(8)
when k = 2m+ 1 is odd.
Proof. Recall that pji = (pi, . . . , pj ), and note that pk1 = p for all k. When k = 1,
from (3),
G∗p1(λ) = λ− p1 + 1 =S(p12, 0)(λ+ 1)−S(p, 1).
When k = 2, from (4),
G∗p1,p2(λ)=λ(λ+ 1)− p2λ− p1p2
=S(p, 0)λ(λ+ 1)−S(p22, 1)λ−S(p, 2).
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The two cases above form the base of the induction. Assume for some fixed m  2
that
G∗p1,...,p2(m−1) (λ)=
m−1∑
i=0
(−1)m−1−i
[
S
(
p2m−21 , 2(m− 1 − i)
)
λi(λ+ 1)i
−S
(
p2m−22 , 2(m− i)− 1
)
λi(λ+ 1)i−1
]
and
G∗p1,...,p2m−1(λ)=
m−1∑
i=0
(−1)m−1−i
[
S
(
p2m−12 , 2(m− 1 − i)
)
(λ+ 1)i+1λi
−S
(
p2m−11 , 2(m− i)− 1
)
(λ+ 1)iλi
]
. (9)
Then, from Lemma 6,
G∗p1,p2,...,p2m(λ)
= (λ+ 1)λG∗p1,p2,...,p2(m−1) (λ)+ (−1)2mp2mG∗p1,p2,...,p2m−1(−λ− 1)
= (λ+ 1)λ
m−1∑
i=0
(−1)m−1−i
[
S
(
p2m−21 , 2(m− 1 − i)
)
λi(λ+ 1)i
−S
(
p2m−22 , 2(m− i)− 1
)
λi(λ+ 1)i−1
]
+p2m
m−1∑
i=0
(−1)m−1−i
[
S
(
p2m−12 , 2(m− 1 − i)
)
(−λ)i+1(−λ− 1)i
−S
(
p2m−11 , 2(m− i)− 1
)
(−λ)i(−λ− 1)i
]
=
m∑
i=1
(−1)m−iS
(
p2m−21 , 2(m− i)
)
λi(λ+ 1)i
−
m∑
i=1
(−1)m−iS
(
p2m−22 , 2(m− i)+ 1
)
λi(λ+ 1)i−1
−p2m
m∑
i=1
(−1)m−iS
(
p2m−12 , 2(m− i)
)
λi(λ+ 1)i−1
+p2m
m−1∑
i=0
(−1)m−iS
(
p2m−11 , 2(m− i)− 1
)
λi(λ+ 1)i
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=
m∑
i=0
(−1)m−i
[
S
(
p2m−21 , 2(m− i)
)
+p2mS
(
p2m−11 , 2(m− i)− 1
) ]
λi(λ+ 1)i
−
m∑
i=0
(−1)m−i
[
S
(
p2m−22 , 2(m− i)+ 1
)
+p2mS
(
p2m−12 , 2(m− i)
) ]
λi(λ+ 1)i−1
=
m∑
i=0
(−1)m−i
[
S
(
p2m1 , 2(m− i)
)
λi(λ+ 1)i
−S
(
p2m2 , 2(m− i)+ 1
)
λi(λ+ 1)i−1
]
,
which follows from (5) and (6). Thus (7) holds. Similarly, (8) can be derived given
(7) and (9). Then the theorem holds by induction. 
If G is a connected graph with vertices ordered by nonincreasing degree, then
it is well known (see, for example, [3,14]) that G is maximal if and only if A(G)
is stepwise. Brualdi and Solheid [2] have shown that among all connected graphs
with n vertices and e edges, the graph with maximal spectral radius has a stepwise
adjacency matrix. Then this graph must also be a maximal graph. The following
section examines this problem in more detail.
5. Maximal spectral radius of connected graphs
Among all graphs with n vertices and e edges, there is a unique graph with maxi-
mal spectral radius, as established by Rowlinson [16]. Among all connected graphs,
however, the graph with largest spectral radius has only been described for some
choices of n and e. Brualdi and Solheid [2] have solved the cases of (n, e), where
e ∈ {n, n+ 1, n+ 2} and Bell [1] has solved the cases of e = n+ (d−12 )− 1 for any
positive integer d  5. In Rowlinson’s solution to the problem of all (not necessarily
connected) graphs, he implicitly established the connected cases of e > (n−12 ). Ad-
ditionally, Cvetkovic and Rowlinson [5] have solved the cases of e relatively small
(compared to n). In the following result, the cases of e = n+ (d2)− 2 for any d and
e relatively large (compared to n) are solved.
Theorem 6. Let e = n+ k, with k = (d2)− 2, and n  5. Further restrict e such
that 2n  e <
(
n
2
)− 1. Then the graph G2,d−2,n−d−1,1 is the connected graph with
n vertices and e edges with the largest spectral radius.
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Fig. 3. The upper-half of the adjacency matrix A of a maximal graph for fixed (n, e = n+ k), when
k = (d2)− 2. Asterisks indicate areas where values of either 0 or 1 occur.
To prove this theorem, some inequalities are needed, which are developed in Lem-
mas 8 and 9. For the proofs in this section it is assumed w.l.o.g. that the vertices of a
maximal graph G are ordered by nonincreasing degree, so that A(G) is stepwise.
Lemma 8. Let A be the adjacency matrix of any maximal graph with fixed (n, e) =
(n, n+ k), where k = (d2)− 2. Let ρ and x be the spectral radius and principal ei-
genvector of A, so that Ax = ρx. Then
(ρ + 1)x2  (ρ +
(
d
2
)
− 1)xd−1. (10)
Proof. Since A is stepwise and nonnegative, it follows that x1  x2  · · ·  xn > 0
[16, Lemma 2]. If A = [aij ], let h be the largest value such that ah,d+1 = 1, and
m the largest value such that a2m = 1 (see Fig. 3). Let u be the number of nonzero
entries aij , where h+ 1  i < j  d . Following Bell [1, p. 142],
(ρ + 1)x2=
h∑
i=1
xi +
m∑
i=h+1
xi = ρxd+1 + 1
ρ
m∑
i=h+1
ρxi
ρxd+1 + 1
ρ
[
(m− h)
h∑
i=1
xi + 2uxh+1
]
since
m∑
j=d+1
ρxj 
m∑
j=d+1
ρxd+1 =
m∑
j=d+1
h∑
i=1
xi,
and
d∑
j=h+1
ρxj 
d∑
j=h+1
h∑
i=1
xi + 2uxh+1.
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Thus,
ρxd+1 + 1
ρ
[
(m− h)
h∑
i=1
xi + 2uxh+1
]
= (ρ +m− h)xd+1 + 2u
ρ
xh+1
 (ρ +m− h)xd+1 + 2u
ρ
xh
 (ρ +m− h)xd+1 + 2u
ρ
· 1
h
h∑
i=1
xi
=
(
ρ +m− h+ 2u
h
)
xd+1
 (ρ +m− h+ u)xd+1,
since h  2. Thus
(ρ + 1)x2  (ρ +
(
d
2
)
− 1)xd+1
since m− h+ u is less than or equal to the number of nonzero entries aij with
2  i < j . So (ρ + 1)x2  (ρ +
(
d
2
)− 1)xd+1  (ρ + (d2)− 1)xd−1. 
Lemma 9. If γ is the spectral radius of the adjacency matrix of G2,d−2,n−d−1,1,
then γ > d − 12 .
Proof. G2,d−2,n−d−1,1 has at least d + 2 vertices for the construction to be well
defined (see Fig. 4); that is, n  d + 2. Furthermore,
γ = ρ(G2,d−2,n−d−1,1) > ρ(G2,d−1),
since the graph G2,d−1 is contained in G2,d−2,n−d−1,1. Since G2,d−1 is a complete
graph on d + 1 vertices with one edge removed, if χ and z are the spectral radius
Fig. 4. The upper-half of the adjacency matrix of G2,d−2,n−d−1,1.
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and principal eigenvector of G2,d−1, then z1 = z2 = · · · = zd−1, zd = zd+1. The
following two equations are obtained from the adjacency matrix:
(χ + 1)z1=(d − 1)z1 + 2zd,
χzd=(d − 1)z1.
Solving for χ when z1 = 1 gives
χ = d − 2 +
√
d2 + 4d − 4
2
.
Thus
γ >
d − 2 +√d2 + 4d − 4
2
> d − 1
2
. 
Proof of Theorem 6. According to Brualdi and Solheid [2], only , the subset of
graphs with stepwise adjacency matrices, needs to be considered to determine the
graph with largest spectral radius for fixed (n, e). Let B and γ denote the adjacency
matrix and spectral radius of G2,d−2,n−d−1,1, so that By = γy for some y. Let A and
ρ be the matrix and spectral radius of an arbitrary G ∈  with n vertices, e = n+ k
edges, G /= G2,d−2,n−d−1,1 so that Ax = ρx. Since A and B are stepwise and non-
negative, x1  x2  · · ·  xn > 0, and y1  y2  · · ·  yn > 0. Then it needs to be
shown that xTy(γ − ρ) = xT(B − A)y > 0.
Let xT(B − A)y = α − β, where α and β are the sums of r terms of the form
xiyj + xjyi . In particular, α consists of r1 terms with 3  i  d − 1 and d  j 
d + 1 and r2 terms with 3  i  d − 1 and i < j  d − 1, where r1 + r2 = r . The
number β is the sum of r terms with 2  i < j and j  d + 2 (see Fig. 5). Since
y2 = · · · = yd−1, yd = yd+1, and yd+2 = · · · = yn,
Fig. 5. The adjacency matrices of A and B. 1’s represent values in both A and B, 0’s are values in neither
matrix. +’s represent values in B but not A, and vice versa for –’s. The remaining +’s and –’s occur in the
areas indicated by α and β.
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α  r1(xd−1yd + xd+1y2)+ 2r2(xd−1y2)
β  r(x2yn + xd+2y2)
which gives
α − β  r1xd−1yd + r2xd−1y2 − rx2yn.
So α − β > 0 if
r1xd−1yd + r2xd−1y2 > rx2yn. (11)
Suppose by way of contradiction that γ  ρ. Then
r1xd−1yd + r2xd−1y2  rx2yn. (12)
The following equations are obtained from By = γy:
(γ + 1)y1 = y1 + (d − 2)y2 + 2yd + (n− d − 1)yn,
(γ + 1)y2 = y1 + (d − 2)y2 + 2yd,
γyd = y1 + (d − 2)y2,
γyn = y1,
which yield
yd= γ + 1
γ + 2y2,
yn= γ + 1
γ 2 + γ − n+ d + 1y2.
Substituting these equations into (12),
r1
(
γ+1
γ+2
)
+ r2
r
xd−1 
(
γ + 1
γ 2 + γ − n+ d + 1
)
x2.
From Lemma 8, (ρ + 1)x2  (ρ +
(
d
2
)− 1)xd−1, which gives
r1
(
γ+1
γ+2
)
+ r2
r
(γ 2 + γ − n+ d + 1) 
(
ρ + (d2)− 1
ρ + 1
)
(γ + 1).
Since it was assumed that γ  ρ, it follows that
ρ + (d2)− 1
ρ + 1 
γ + (d2)− 1
γ + 1 ,
and
r1
(
γ+1
γ+2
)
+ r2
r
(γ 2 + γ − n+ d + 1) 
(
γ +
(
d
2
)
− 1
)
,
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and since
γ + 1
γ + 2 
r1
(
γ+1
γ+2
)
+ r2
r1 + r2 ,
(γ + 1)(γ 2 + γ − n+ d + 1) 
(
γ +
(
d
2
)
− 1
)
(γ + 2).
It was also assumed that n  k = (d2)− 2, which gives
(γ + 1)
(
γ 2 + γ −
(
d
2
)
+ d + 3
)

(
γ +
(
d
2
)
− 1
)
(γ + 2),
or
γ 3 + γ 2 − (d2 − 2d − 3)γ − 3
2
d2 + 5
2
d + 5  0. (13)
However, using Lemma 9,
γ 3 + γ 2 − (d2 − 2d − 3)γ − 3
2
d2 + 5
2
d + 5
>
((
d − 1
2
)2
+
(
d − 1
2
)
− d2 + 2d + 3
)
γ − 3
2
d2 + 5
2
d + 5
=
(
2d + 11
4
)
γ − 3
2
d2 + 5
2
d + 5
>
(
2d + 11
4
)(
d − 1
2
)
− 3
2
d2 + 5
2
d + 5
= 1
2
d2 + 17
4
d + 29
8
> 0,
which contradicts (13), so γ > ρ. 
The graph G2,3,1,1 (see Figs. 1 and 2), with 7 vertices and 15 edges, is the smallest
case of (n, e) for which Theorem 6 gives a new result. This maximal graph has the
largest spectral radius of the three maximal graphs (see Table 1) with n = 7 and
e = 15.
6. Conclusion
For fixed e = n+ k with k = ( d−12 )+ t − 1 such that 0  t  d − 2, define the
maximal graph G(n, k) as follows: G(n, k) has a spanning star with n− 1 edges, and
the remaining k + 1 edges forming a complete graph on d − 1 vertices plus t edges
from another vertex to t vertices of the complete graph (see Fig. 6). When k  n− 3,
define the maximal graph H(n, k) as follows: H(n, k) has a spanning star with n− 1
edges, and the remaining k + 1 edges form a smaller star (see Fig. 7).
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Fig. 6. The upper half of the adjacency matrix of G(n, k), where k = (d−12 )+ t − 1.
Fig. 7. The upper half of the adjacency matrix of H(n, k).
In [6, p. 73], Cvetkovic et al. state that in all known cases for values of (n, e), e =
n+ k, either G(n, k) or H(n, k) is the graph with largest spectral radius. Bell’s solu-
tion to the cases of k = ( d−12 )− 1 (i.e., t = 0), where either G(n, k) = Gd−1,n−d,1
or H(n, k) = Gk+1,1,n−k−3,1 is the graph with largest spectral radius, and Rowl-
inson’s solution to the cases of k = ( d−12 )+ t − 1 provided k > (n−22 )− 2, where
G(n, k) = Gd−t−1,1,t+1 has largest spectral radius, motivated the above statement
from [6]. Theorem 6 resolves the cases k = ( d2 )− 2 (i.e., t = d − 2), where n  k,
by showing that G(n, k) = G2,d−2,n−d−1,1 has the largest spectral radius.
The more general case occurs when k = ( d−12 )+ t − 1 and 0 < t < d − 2. It re-
mains to be shown that G(n, k) = Gd−t−1,1,t,n−d−1,1 has the largest spectral radius
for relatively large values of k, and H(n, k) = Gk+1,1,n−k−3,1 has the largest spectral
radius for relatively small values of k.
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